
This report looks at the following areas:

•• The impact of COVID-19 on the broadband and bundled communications
services market and on consumer behaviour.

•• Market size and forecast of the broadband and bundled communications
market.

•• Innovations of companies operating in the market, including new product
launches.

•• Key advertising activity, including top campaigns by providers in the
broadband and bundled communications market.

•• Consumer use of key broadband suppliers, length of time with provider,
key driver analysis of satisfaction with broadband providers.

•• Attitudes towards broadband and bundled communications services.
•• Brand research of four major broadband brands operating in the market.

25% of consumers have been with their broadband provider for 5-10 years,
and a further 21% have been with them for over 11 years. Larger providers, such
as BT and Virgin, have the longest-term relationships with consumers, which
suggests significant customer inertia in the market.

There is evidence that COVID-19 has been a catalyst for consumers to boost
internet performance to handle the increased demands of spending more time
working and relaxing at home. 32% of broadband users have had their
broadband contract for less than two years and of those, over a third say they
upgraded their services at least partly as a result of COVID-19.

Over three in 10 consumers do not know what speed they get from their
broadband connection, a figure that has risen 5 percentage points since 2020.
With broadband providers eager to promote newer, faster networks, such as
gigabit-capable and full-fibre speeds, there is a tendency to rely on technical
terminology to make an impression. However, this could prove alienating for
many people, and there is a need to simplify terminology and language as
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much as possible to increase engagement across less tech-savvy segments of
the population.

57% of broadband users say they think it is worth paying extra to have the
fastest broadband speed available, a figure that rises to 78% of buyers in
households with incomes over £75,000. The rollout of next-generation networks
will allow providers to promote better, faster connections and sell a future-
proofed connected lifestyle to consumers.
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• COVID-19 boosts voice and data usage, but revenues see
only incremental increase
Figure 1: Short, medium and long-term impact of COVID-19 on
broadband and bundled communications 2021
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• Market size and forecast
• Broadband prices fall for more expensive contracts in 2020
• Small uptick in revenues in 2020 unlikely to be sustainable

Figure 2: Market size for broadband and bundled
communications 2016-26

• Despite a challenging economic picture, consumer
sentiment looks resolute

• Full-fibre and gigabit-capable broadband coverage is
gathering pace along with 5G rollout

• Companies and brands
• O2 and Virgin Media merge in UK’s largest ever telecoms

deal
• The consumer
• Providers share of contracts relatively static since 2020

Figure 3: Broadband supplier, 2020, 2021
• Long term loyalty to broadband providers still

commonplace
Figure 4: Length of time with broadband provider, 2020, 2021

• Evidence of consumers moving to higher speed broadband
packages

• Landline still the most popular product to bundle with a
Broadband contract
Figure 5: Take up of other services from broadband provider,
2020, 2021

• Broadband providers have high levels of satisfaction with
their providers
Figure 6: Satisfaction levels with current broadband provider,
2021

• COVID-19 has been a catalyst for some consumers to
upgrade
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• Providers are well placed to take advantage of bundles
Figure 7: Attitudes towards broadband and bundled
communications, 2021

• Build product choice around lifestyles rather than technical
specifications

• Sell the future-proofed connected lifestyle, not the
broadband speed to resonate with consumers

• Let’s get ready to bundle, as big telecom hitters join forces

• COVID-19 boosts voice and data usage but revenues see
only incremental increase
Figure 8: Short, medium and long-term impact of COVID-19
on broadband and bundled communications 2021

• Increased usage of voice minutes in 2020 arrests long term
decline in use of fixed voice

• Broadband prices fall for more expensive contracts in 2020
• Evidence that consumers are moving to higher speed

internet packages
• Pay-TV recovers some of the ground lost during sport

cancellations
Figure 9: Market size for broadband and bundled
communications, 2016-21

• Small uptick in revenues in 2020 unlikely to be sustainable
• Price caps and drift away from fixed voice to digital

alternative will see revenues come down
• Broadband price rises in 2022 to be offset in part by

increased shopping-around behaviour
• Longer-term broadband pricing on a downward trend

despite rollout of ultrafast packages
• Pressure on pay-TV unlikely to let up, but revenues could see

a boost through streaming and hardware tie-ups
Figure 10: Market forecast for broadband and bundled
communications, 2021-26

• Market drivers and assumptions
Figure 11: Key drivers affecting Mintel’s market forecast,
2015-26

• Forecast methodology

ISSUES AND INSIGHTS

MARKET SIZE AND PERFORMANCE

MARKET FORECAST
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• GDP should reach pre-pandemic levels by the end of Q1
2022…

• …but the post-COVID bounce-back will be short-term
• Consumers’ financial wellbeing has slipped from its recent

high point…
Figure 12: Household financial wellbeing index, 2016-21

• …and concerns over inflation are coming to the fore
Figure 13: Consumer concerns about household finances, 2021

• Summary of key economic data, 2020-26
Figure 14: Key economic data, 2020-26

• Despite financial pressures, consumers are upbeat about
their financial prospects for 2022
Figure 15: Trends in consumer sentiment, 2016-21

• Hybrid working will increase reliance on home broadband
connections
Figure 16: Working from home expectations, post-pandemic,
2021

• “One Touch Switch” announced to help easier switching
between broadband providers

• 5G rollout is expanding
• Investment in smart home devices will continue apace in

2022
Figure 17: Interest in buying connected home devices, 2021

• Rise of gaming will power data use and drive take up of
faster packages
Figure 18: Time spent gaming compared to last year, 2021

• Average median speeds were boosted during the pandemic
Figure 19: Median average broadband download speeds,
2017 to March 2021

• Ongoing fragmentation erodes the dominance of the big
players
Figure 20: Fixed broadband market share, 2013-20

• O2 and Virgin Media merge in UK’s largest ever telecoms
deal

• BT launches its BT Halo 3+ with a promise of providing
“unbreakable” wi-fi

• BT announces revamp of BT TV with new wi-fi connected
set-top box and inclusion of Netflix

• TalkTalk launches Future Fibre 1Gbps home wi-fi package…

MARKET DRIVERS

MARKET SHARE

LAUNCH ACTIVITY AND INNOVATION
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• …and launches free gaming cross city battle to showcase
fibre’s abilities

• Sky launches new Sky Glass TV, that streams content over
broadband connection

• Hyperoptic undercut rivals in FTTP offer

• Increase in spend on advertising broadband packages in
2021
Figure 21: Total spend on above-the-line, online display and
direct mail advertising expenditure on home broadband,
home broadband & landline, home broadband & landline &
tv, and mobile and fixed-line services, 2017-21

• BT leads on spending
Figure 22: Top Highest spending advertisers on TV for home
broadband, home broadband & landline, home broadband
& landline & TV, and mobile and fixed-line services, 2021

• Sky goes big with the Minions
Figure 23: Sky Broadband Minions OOH poster, London 2021

• Virgin Media TV short focuses on broadband as the
platform to connect people through music
Figure 24: Highest spending advertisers on TV for home
broadband, home broadband & landline, home broadband
& landline & TV and mobile and fixed-line services, 2021

• Nielsen Ad Intel coverage

• Brand map
Figure 25: Attitudes towards and usage of selected brands,
2022

• Key brand metrics
Figure 26: Key metrics for selected brands, 2022

• Brand attitudes: BT scores highly on trust and customer
service
Figure 27: Attitudes, by brand, 2022

• Brand personality: Sky Broadband is seen as exclusive
Figure 28: Brand personality – macro image, 2022

• Virgin is seen as a ‘cool’ brand
Figure 29: Brand personality – micro image, 2022

• Brand analysis
• BT fosters positive brand perceptions via its focus on

customer service and tech expertise
• Virgin can’t rely on just being a ‘cool’ brand

ADVERTISING AND MARKETING ACTIVITY

BRAND RESEARCH
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• Sky Broadband stands out on a number of key brand
attributes

• TalkTalk brand struggles to elicit brand commitment

• Providers share of contracts relatively static since 2020
Figure 30: Broadband supplier, 2020, 2021

• BT brands cover all the bases
Figure 31: Customer profiles of the leading broadband
suppliers, 2021

• Focus on future-proofing to overcome inertia
• Upload speeds can be a differentiator for providers who

can target the creative industries
Figure 32: Length of time with broadband provider, 2020,
2021

• Market leaders have the longest established consumer
relationships
Figure 33: Length of time with current broadband provider, by
broadband provider, 2021

• Consumers are moving to higher speed broadband
packages

• Older generations stick to slower speeds
• Switchers access higher speeds

Figure 34: Average speed of broadband connection, 2020,
2021

• Home workers are prime targets for upgrading speeds
Figure 35: Average speed of broadband connection by
working status, 2021

• Reduce confusion by making broadband speeds more
relatable

• EE leads the way in full-fibre/gigabit take up
Figure 36: Average speed of broadband connection by
broadband supplier, 2021

• Mobile and broadband bundles increase
Figure 37: Take up of other services from broadband
provider, 2020, 2021

• Broadband and mobile bundles could become next
battlefront for providers

USE OF BROADBAND PROVIDERS

TIME WITH CURRENT BROADBAND PROVIDER

BROADBAND SPEED AND USAGE

BUNDLED CONTRACTS
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Figure 38: Bundles taken with current broadband provider,
2020, 2021

• A new era of mergers and partnerships will flesh out brands’
communications offerings
Figure 39: Additional take-up of bundled services by
broadband provider, 2021

• Growing ambivalence towards broadband providers
• Cost of living crisis could lead to increased dissatisfaction

Figure 40: Satisfaction levels with current broadband
provider, 2021

• Prioritise the customer experience when things go wrong
• ISPs need to push benefits of home hubs and mesh systems

to maximise consumers’ satisfaction with service
Figure 41: Overall satisfaction with broadband provider, 2021,
2020

• Smaller providers well positioned to meet key needs of
consumers from a broadband service

• Make it easier to bundle up
Figure 42: Key drivers of overall satisfaction with current
broadband provider, 2021

• Key driver analysis – Satisfaction with Broadband Providers
Figure 43: Overall satisfaction with current broadband
provider – Key driver output, 2021

• COVID-19 has been a catalyst for some consumers to
upgrade
Figure 44: Attitudes towards broadband and bundled
communications, 2021

• Providers are well placed to take advantage of bundles
Figure 45: Interest in adding a mobile subscription by
broadband provider, 2021

• ISPs must provide a relatable case for upgrading to FTTP
and gigabit speeds
Figure 46: Attitudes towards broadband and bundled
communications, 2021

SATISFACTION WITH CURRENT BROADBAND PROVIDER

KEY DRIVER ANALYSIS

ATTITUDES TOWARDS BROADBAND AND BUNDLED
COMMUNICATIONS
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• Abbreviations
• Consumer research methodology

• Market forecast and prediction intervals
Figure 47: Lower bound, central and upper bound forecast
for broadband and bundled communications, 2021-26

• Market drivers and assumptions
Figure 48: Key drivers affecting Mintel’s market forecast,
2021-26

• Forecast methodology

• Methodology
• Interpretation of results

Figure 49: Overall satisfaction with current broadband
provider – Key driver output, December 2021
Figure 50: Satisfaction with current broadband provider,
December 2021

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES, ABBREVIATIONS AND
SUPPORTING INFORMATION

APPENDIX: FORECAST METHODOLOGY

APPENDIX: KEY DRIVER ANALYSIS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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